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Genetic Contribution to Concern
for Nature and Proenvironmental
Behavior

Earth is undergoing a devastating extinction crisis caused by human impacts on nature, but only a fraction of society is strongly concerned and
acting on the crisis. Understanding what determines people’s concern for nature, environmental movement activism, and personal conservation
behavior is fundamental if sustainability is to be achieved. Despite its potential importance, the study of the genetic contribution to concern
for nature and proenvironmental behaviors has been neglected. Using a twin data set (N = 2312), we show moderate heritability (30%–40%)
for concern for nature, environmental movement activism, and personal conservation behavior and high genetic correlations between them
(.6–.7), suggesting a partially shared genetic basis. Our results shed light on the individual variation in sustainable behaviors, highlighting the
importance of understanding both the environmental and genetic components in the pursuit of sustainability.
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S

olving the current multifaceted global environmental
crisis—with its prominent climate and biodiversity
dimensions—is a formidable challenge (Díaz et al. 2020a).
International conventions and agreements intended to drive
action have variously failed to be signed, ratified, or adhered
to. The associated targets have often been inadequate for the
severity of the problems and, even then, typically have still
not been met by even a minority of nations (Convention on
Biological Diversity 2020). A recurrent response from the
scientific community has been the determination of revised
and often more stringent targets, backed by improved data
and models and better evidence of the opportunities for
their delivery and of the consequences of failing to do so
(Díaz et al. 2020b). However, the fundamental obstacle of a
lack of adequate support to address the environmental crisis
remains.
Although not sufficient in itself, important drivers of
action to address systemic issues are the extent of popular
public support and its manifestation through the decisions
that individuals make (e.g., voting, donations, purchasing).
Presently, large fractions of society seem unconcerned and
unwilling or unable to take action in addressing environmental problems (Markowitz and Shariff 2012, Scruggs
and Benegal 2012). A lack of concern from voters was, for
example, among the reasons that the US government withdrew from the Paris Agreement (Urpelainen and Van de

Graaf 2018). Understanding the sources of variance for such
attitudes and behaviors is arguably a critical step toward the
resolution of the environmental crisis.
To date, research into why some people are concerned
about and act on the environmental crisis, whereas others
do not, has been focused principally on the environmental, social, and psychological aspects of proenvironmental
behavior (e.g., personality, identity, cognition, emotion;
Dietz et al. 1998, Gifford 2011, Gifford and Nilsson 2014,
Cazalis and Prévot 2019), without delving deeper into the
biological bases of concern for nature. As such, the possible
genetic influences on concern for nature and proenvironmental behavior have remained unexplored. This is despite
genetic components having been highlighted in the context
of attitudes and behavior with regard to other issues, such as
educational achievement, social class mobility, and smoking
behaviors (Polderman et al. 2015, Belsky et al. 2018, Engzell
and Tropf 2019, Erzurumluoglu et al. 2020, Harden and
Koellinger 2020). The possibility of genetic components of
concern for nature and proenvironmental behavior is suggested by evolutionary studies in altruistic and cooperative
behavior for the benefits of future generations (Apicella and
Silk 2019, Lehmann 2007) and human’s tendency to affiliate
with nature for resources (Wilson 1984).
In the present article, we use data from TwinsUK (N = 2312),
the largest adult twin registry in the United Kingdom and the
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Data collection and variables measured
The participants were recruited from TwinsUK (Verdi et al.
2019). The zygosity of the participants was assessed by the
“Peas in a Pod” questionnaire and confirmed via genotyping
or sequencing. All of the participants currently live in the
United Kingdom. An online survey of concern for nature,
environmental movement activism, and personal conservation behavior measurement was carried out through
TwinsUK. We did not predetermine our sample size. We
obtained responses from 1165 twin pairs as the result of
the participation rate in the study. These were 677 pairs of
monozygotic (MZ) female twins, 351 pairs of dizygotic (DZ)
female twins, 98 pairs of MZ male twins, 30 pairs of DZ
male twins, and 9 DZ opposite sex twin pairs. Of these 1165
twin pairs, only 3 were reared apart. The DZ opposite sex
twins were excluded from the analyses because the sample
size was too small to reliably detect the genetic correlation
across sexes. No other data were excluded. The average age
of the participants was 60.31 years old (standard deviation =
14.3 years).
For the measurement of concern for nature, we used the
nature relatedness perspective subscale (Nisbet et al. 2009).
We collected data using the nature relatedness (NR) scale
but only the NR-perspective subscale was used in this analysis for its connection with personal conservation behavior
and environmental movement activism. Other subscales
of the NR scale, NR-self (identification with nature) and
NR-experience (desire to experience nature), do not correlate well with NR-perspective (Nisbet et al. 2009). This
weak correlation might be expected, because spending time
in nature for recreation does not consistently suggest one’s
environmental concern (Teisl and O’Brien 2003, Oh et al.
2021). Environmental movement activism and personal
conservation behavior were two subscales in the environmental attitudes inventory (Milfont and Duckitt 2010). The
responses were collected on a five-point Likert scale (1,
strongly disagree; 5, strongly agree). The average score of each
measurement from each participant was used. We also measured participants’ nature orientation, nature experiences
and opportunities, which were not analyzed in this study.
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The distributions of phenotypes (concern for nature, environmental movement activism, and personal conservation
behavior) are shown in supplemental figure S1. Males and
older individuals tended to show less concern for nature,
environmental movement activism, and personal conservation behavior (supplemental table S1). The correlations partitioned by sexes and zygosities are shown in supplemental
table S2. The intraclass correlations for MZ and DZ twins
were calculated with one-way ANOVA fixed effects models
using the psych package (Revelle 2014) in R 4.0.2 (R Core
Team 2020).
Our measurements had acceptable internal consistency (DeVellis 2012) and were similar to the original
studies; we used the Cronbach’s alpha score (using the
psych package; Revelle 2014). For concern for nature, the
Cronbach’s alpha score was .66 (it was .66 in Nisbet et al.
2009), .86 for environmental movement activism (.89
and .86 in Milfont and Duckitt 2010), and .78 for personal conservation behavior (.80 and .71 in Milfont and
Duckitt 2010). Full statements are included in supplemental table S3.
Twin data analyses
A twin analysis assumes that the genetic similarity of MZ
twins is 100% and that of DZ twins is 50%. The correlation
between twins for shared environment is assumed to be
1 for both MZ and DZ twins, and unique environmental
influences are assumed to be uncorrelated between twins
and contribute to the phenotypic differences between the
twins. Under these assumptions, we partitioned the phenotypic variance into additive genetic influence (A), shared
environmental influence (C), and unique environmental
influence (E).
We ran trivariate models, which allow us to estimate the
genetic and environmental correlations between phenotypes
(Neale and Cardon 2013). The genetic correlation represents
the extent to which the genetic influence of each phenotype overlaps, with a correlation of 1 meaning complete
genetic overlap between phenotypes. The same interpretation applies to the environmental correlation between phenotypes. The trivariate models included concern for nature,
environmental movement activism, and personal conservation behavior.
We built the trivariate ACE models with Cholesky
decomposition (supplemental figure S2a) and a direct
symmetric approach (figure S2b). The Cholesky decomposition model simplifies the interpretation of the results
with a lower bound of zero on variances (Verhulst et al.
2019). The direct symmetric approach estimates variances and covariances directly without the lower bound
constraint (Verhulst et al. 2019). In both approaches, we
ran two models: one controlling for age and sex (taking
residuals from the linear regressions) and one without
controlling for age and sex. All four models were run
using the OpenMx package (Neale et al. 2016) in R 4.0.2
(R Core Team 2020).
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most clinically detailed twin registry in the world (Verdi et al.
2019), to disentangle the genetic and environmental factors
that drive individual variation in concern for nature, environmental movement activism, and personal conservation
behaviors. Using the difference in the genetic similarity of
monozygotic twins (100%, also called identical twins) and
dizygotic twins (50%, also called nonidentical or fraternal
twins), a twin approach offers an opportunity to estimate the
amount of individual variation attributed to additive genetic
influence, shared environmental influence (the environments
that twins share—e.g., activities performed together during
childhood), and unique environmental influence (environments that are unique to each twin—e.g., one twin joins a
volunteering organization, but the other does not, including
measurement errors).
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Figure 1. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) between monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs in concern for
nature, environmental movement activism, and personal conservation behavior. The error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals. The lack of overlap between MZ and DZ correlations implies genetic influences on the phenotypes.

Genetic and environmental influences on concern for
nature and proenvironmental behavior
We found that MZ twins were consistently more similar to
each other in concern for nature, environmental movement
activism, and personal conservation behavior than were DZ
twins, suggesting genetic influences on these phenotypes
(figure 1). Consistently, our twin analyses showed that all three
phenotypes were moderately heritable (figure 2a), and there
were high genetic correlations among them (figure 2b). This
indicates that the genetic bases of concern for nature, environmental movement activism, and personal conservation behavior are partially shared. The high genetic correlations among
these phenotypes could explain to some extent why people
who show greater concern for nature often make proenvironmental decisions (Nisbet et al. 2009, Rhead et al. 2015).
We detected negligible shared environmental influences
on the phenotypes (figure 2a). However, unique environmental influences explained more than 50% of individual
variation in all three phenotypes, making environmental
influences the largest source driving individual variation
in sustainable behaviors (figure 2a). There were relatively
low environmental correlations across these phenotypes
(figure 2b), suggesting these phenotypes may be influenced
by different environmental factors and suggesting an important role for varied behavioral interventions. Interventions
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could focus on removing barriers such as a lack of knowledge to enhance concern for nature, making resource conservation convenient to encourage personal conservation
behavior, and providing initiatives to engage in environmental movements.
Heritability of concern for nature and
proenvironmental behavior
The heritability of concern for nature and proenvironmental
behavior was similar to an average heritability of human personality traits (such as the big five personality traits, which
have heritability of about 30%–40%; Vukasović and Bratko
2015). Concern for nature and proenvironmental behavior
have also been found to be associated with several human
behavioral and personality traits, such as altruism and
agreeableness (Pavalache-Ilie and Cazan 2018, Gifford and
Nilsson 2014, Lades et al. 2021). The genetic components
of these traits (e.g., dopamine-related genes for altruism
and agreeableness; Reuter et al. 2011, Kim et al. 2013) may
be linked with concern for nature and proenvironmental
behavior. In addition, we expect the genetic influences may
be mediated through individual differences in emotional
or cognitive processes, such as future discounting, social
discounting, or risk aversion (Lorenzoni et al. 2007, Gifford
2011, Weber 2017), which may be also linked to personality.
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Figure 2. Standardized genetic and environmental variances (a) and correlations (b) in concern for nature (concern),
environmental movement activism (activism), and personal conservation behavior (personal behavior) with the trivariate
Cholesky decomposition model controlling for sex and age. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The
estimates from the Cholesky decomposition model without controlling for age and sex are shown in supplemental table S4,
and estimates from a direct symmetric approach with and without controlling for age and sex are shown in supplemental
table S5.
The genetic influences we found might have roots in evolutionary history. Cooperation is fundamental to sustaining
natural common-pool resources; all individuals must limit
their short-term self-interest for the long-term collective
interest, including that of future generations (Gordon 1954,
Hardin 1968, Chermak and Krause 2002). Kin selection,
direct reciprocity, and reputation mechanisms have been
proposed to drive the evolution of cooperative behavior
(Apicella and Silk 2019). For example, kin selection favors
individuals with sustainable behavior because the shortterm loss will benefit their offspring, provided that the offspring are likely to continue to use the resource (Lehmann
2007, Palomo-Vélez et al. 2020). It has also been shown that
parents are more likely to donate for climate change mitigation when their decisions are observed by their children as
a reminder of genetic relatedness with future generations
(Fornwagner and Hauser 2020). The fitness consequences
for cooperators may be dependent on the context. For
example, proenvironmental behavior will be less beneficial
or costly when many people share the same pool of resource
(Suzuki and Akiyama 2005, Chang et al. 2021). Contextdependent fitness trade-offs may allow for the coexistence
of different resource use behaviors.
Heritability captures how much individual variation in
a phenotype can be explained by individual differences in
genes and describes the existing variations in a specific study
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population with its environment. The heritability estimated
in this study can therefore not be directly transferred to
other study populations. In addition, heritability may change
with age (Visscher et al. 2008). In our age moderation analyses (supplemental note 1), genetic influences for concern for
nature and personal conservation behavior slightly increased
with age. This could be because people may actively choose
their environments on the basis of their genetic predisposition (e.g., actively learn about climate change or spend
time with people with similar interests), reinforcing their
concern for nature and personal conservation behavior as
they age (Rutter and Silberg 2002, Plomin and Deary 2015).
As unique environmental influences also increased with age,
heritability was stable across age groups.
High heritability does not suggest the insignificance of
environments. Suitable educational policies have been found
to mitigate the health problems arising from genetic background (e.g., obesity; Barcellos et al. 2018). Environmental
interventions, such as policies, may influence heritability.
For instance, a high-quality teaching environment, which
reduces the variance associated with environmental factors,
improves students’ educational achievements and increases
the heritability of educational achievement (Taylor et al.
2010). In countries with higher social class mobility, heritability of educational attainment is higher because of lower
environmental variance (Engzell and Tropf 2019). Future
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studies with access to twin data sets from other populations
could expand the understanding of genetic and environmental influences in other cultural or demographic contexts. We
hypothesize that, all other things being equal, heritability of
proenvironmental behavior will increase if the environmental barriers are lower for most people in a population.

Conclusions
Our results provide a first step toward unveiling the longunexplored genetic components of concern for nature and
proenvironmental behavior, opening up a new dimension of
sustainable behavior research that bridges the social sciences
and biological sciences. We find that concern for nature,
environmental movement activism, and personal conservation behavior have moderate heritability and their genetic
bases partially overlap. Although genetic effects contribute to sustainable behaviors, environmental interventions
remain critical to widen the support base toward sustainability. Understanding the large variance in nature concern and
its sources among individuals remains critical in the pursuit
of global sustainability.
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Limitations and future research
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Fourth, our population is predominantly older individuals.
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age should be further investigated. With long-term repeated
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nature and proenvironmental behavior could be improved.
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